
RESEARCH RELATED TO CLUSTER ALGEBRASDANIEL LABARDINI-FRAGOSOMy main researh interest in relation with luster algebras lies in the onnetion of these objets with therepresentation theory of algebras. More spei�ally, I am very interested in Derksen-Weyman-Zelevinsky'sapproah to luster algebras using quivers with potentials (QPs).My reent researh has to do with �nding potentials for the tagged triangulations of surfaes with non-empty boundary (by results of Fomin-Shapiro-Thurston, suh tagged triangulations are lusters in theorresponding luster algebras). In reent joint work, G. Cerulli Irelli and I have de�ned, for eah taggedtriangulation τ of a surfae with marked points and non-empty boundary, a Jaobi-�nite non-degeneratepotential S(τ) on the signed-adjaeny quiver Q(τ). We have shown that �ips of tagged triangulationsare ompatible with QP-mutations, at least at the level of Jaobian algebras, and that every two taggedtriangulations are related by a sequene of �ips along whih we have ompatibility with QP-mutations (up toright-equivalene, not only at the level of Jaobian algebras). Furthermore, we have proved that the inlusionof the path algebra R〈Q(τ)〉 into the omplete path algebra R〈〈Q(τ)〉〉 indues an isomorphism between
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